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Question
Data room file 1.13.4.3 contains a “Permanent Work Project Worksheet” PW PA-02-PR-4339-PW-00496(0) (PW 496)
a. is PW 496 the only Category F (Utilities) PW in the data room that contains Hazard Mitigation measures? If no, please identify the locations
in the data room of all other Category F PWs that contain hazard mitigation and provide the applications submitted in connection with those
PWs.
b. please provide the “Application” referenced on page 7 of 7, the link is not functional.
c. please provide the supporting documentation for the estimate for the hazard mitigation funding share totaling $43,069,800.91, including a
breakdown of the supporting documentation for the Site 1 and Site 2 hazard mitigation total costs of $27,808,258.68 and $15,261,542.23. See
pages 5 and 6 of 7.
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PW 406 states that the grand total of work to be completed is $127,318,307.31, the Public Assistance Funding Share is $84,248,506.40, and
the PA Hazard Mitigation Funding Share is $43,069,800.91:
a. assuming FEMA approves PW 406 with a hazard mitigation funding share of $43,069,800.91, does this mean that FEMA would obligate
90% of $43,069,800.91?
b. if not, please explain what amount and percentage would be obligated by FEMA.
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How long will it take for FEMA and Puerto Rico to complete all phases and to obligate funds for PW 496?
With respect to PW 406, please provide the supporting documentation for the proposed hazard mitigation scope of work for Sites 1 and 2. See
page 5 and 6 of 7.
With respect to PW 406 and the “Scope notes” on page 6 of 7 entitled “COST ESTIMATING FORMAT (CEF)” who provided the referenced
“project cost estimates” and please provide a copy of those project cost estimates?
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